UK Banking Report 2021:
Succeeding in an Era of Digital Disruption

What next amid
Digital Disruption?
The UK retail banking market is transforming. The increasing digitisation
of products, the introduction of open banking and the entrance of neobanks
into the market are forcing traditional banks and building societies to
innovate their products and restructure their relationships with clients.
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated an already existing trend
towards remote banking via digital devices and cashless payments.
Rapid advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and behavioural science
will act as a further disruption as those financial providers who adopt
this type of technology to personalise products will gain an edge.
To avoid being overwhelmed by the revolution going on around them,
banks and building societies need to address four key trends that are
shaping the evolution of digital banking.
1. Digitising the full product offering including current account
and mortgages is no longer optional
2. Personalising the customer experience is key to business growth
3. Integrating digital products and services into a streamlined
in-branch experience will unlock new sources of revenue
4. Open Banking and Open Finance threaten more disruption to
traditional banks. They need to become Open Finance players
and not Open Finance victims
Responding promptly and effectively to these trends is vital to the
survival of banks and building societies. For those who get it right,
it will also be the key to future growth.
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1. The Importance
of Digitising the
Full Product Offering
Online or mobile platforms are now standard in the banking sector. The majority of British
consumers (80%) use some form of online banking, and more than a quarter (14 million people)
have a digital-only bank account, a figure that has tripled since 20191. No longer do consumers
want a paper-based relationship with their bank – they want it to be digital, mobile and at
their fingertips.

Cashless and Mobile
A rise in cashless transactions is also digitising
consumer payments. Only one in six payments
are now made in cash, after a 35% drop in
cash transactions during 2020. With the limit
for contactless payments having risen to £100,
consumers are likely to ditch cash in even greater
numbers. Banks and building societies need to
respond and provide for this shift in behaviour,
because contactless payments reach well beyond
traditional debit and credit cards.
A rising number of consumers, particularly younger
generations, are using their mobile phones as
contactless payment devices for which there are no
upper payment limits. About 16% of people in the
UK have registered a handset as a payment device2.
Australia has emerged as one of the most
advanced markets for the expansion of digital
banking and neobanks, and offers a window onto
where these trends will lead in other developed
markets including the UK. A report by Backbase

The Next Target for Digitisation
– Mortgages and More
Digitisation in financial services has been mostadvanced in current accounts – it has been seen as
a natural product for the direct control and access
that online and mobile platforms can deliver. But
the market is swiftly moving into the next phase in
which customers expect all products to be digitised
and integrated. In this area, banks and building
societies risk being leap-frogged by the digital-only
newcomers.
In the UK, so-called neobanks – such as Monzo,
Revolut and Starling Bank – have typically attracted
customers to basic banking products, such as
current accounts and payments. However, these
players are now edging towards mortgages and
other more sophisticated products and services. In
July this year, Starling acquired Fleet Mortgages,
a buy-to-let lender4. As such, banks that have
focused solely on digitising current accounts need
to look at their wider product offering.

and IDC this year forecasted that by 2025, 20% of
retail transactions in Australia will be carried out by
mobile device3.
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Meanwhile, those building societies that do not
offer - or plan to offer current accounts will face a
particular step up. Without digital current accounts,
these building societies have not made even the
first steps into digitisation and historically may
not have recognised the challenge from digital
services. But as the battleground moves into saving
products and mortgages, they too will face the
challenge from digital disruptors.
Some building societies that do not offer current
accounts have taken the step towards digitising
their savings and mortgage products - Yorkshire
Building Society, Skipton Building Society, and
Leeds Building Society being among the leaders.
Others have yet to do so and as a sector, building
societies need to catch up with the pace of

But across both banks and building
societies the core message is the same:
to keep pace with the digital evolution and
to compete with the pure digital players,
they will need to ensure digitisation of
their full product range.

digitisation.
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Barton, Charlie. 2019. “Digital Banking Statistics 2021.” Finder UK. August 5, 2019. View here
“Tap and Pay - Learn More about Contactless Payments.” SumUp - a Better Way to Get Paid. View here
“IDC and Backbase, Fintech and Digital Banking 2025” Asia Pacific, 2nd Edition, February 2021. View here
“Starling Bank Acquires Fleet Mortgages.” Starling Bank. July 26, 2021. View here
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2. Up Close and Personal:
Customer Experience in
the Digital Era
In the past, the move to digital and automation has been regarded as a means to strip down
costs and automate. But we are now entering a new era in which digital services of all kinds,
including retail banking, will increasingly engage with the customer on a more personal level.
Behavioural science is also playing an increasing
role in financial services. The incentives and
‘nudges’ that consumers respond to can have
a powerful effect. Regulation is perpetually
assessing how behavioural science can be used
to create better outcomes for consumers, as seen
in the Financial Conduct Authority’s dedicated
Behavioural Science and Design Unit.
Banks and Building Societies will also increasingly
be able to adopt behavioural insights that can work
in tandem with the consumer data that emerges
from the digitisation of products.

Earning Trust

Tech Enables
Hyper-Personalisation
Digital banking generates a treasure trove of data
about customers, their spending, their borrowing,
the other financial services products and devices
they buy.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) will play a significant role
in this evolving approach to banking. The UK’s
major banks have invested in AI technology and are
investigating its possible applications.
Again, the seriousness with which this technology
is now regarded can also be seen in the response
of regulators. The Bank of England and the

The vital first step in this process concerns earning

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) have established

consumers’ trust – both in the bank and in its

a forum for public and private organisations to

security measures.

discuss and analyse the effect that AI will have on
financial services6.

Research by YouGov on behalf of IBM in
2021 found that 82% cited data protection
and security as one of their top priorities
when considering digital banking services.
Personalised service also ranked very highly
in the YouGov survey (76%)5.

Its most immediate use is assessing credit risk
for customers, filtering applications on the basis
of large-scale sets of data. Ultimately, this may
lead to more effective credit-checking and a
price competitive edge for those adopting this
technology.

The question, then, is how to develop a digital
banking product that can achieve this?
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But AI will also help transform the customer
experience as technology allows ever greater
tailoring of products to the individual. This hyperpersonalisation will enable banks to target
consumers with products, services and interactions
that speak directly to their own unique lives.
In Deloitte’s Future of Retail Banking 2020 report7,
they outlined the potential for refined and targeted
interactions with customers to transform banking.
Parallels can be seen in other digital services
such as Amazon to Netflix, which have developed
algorithms to analyse customers behaviour and
make recommendations based on previous
purchases. Deloitte reported that Amazon and

Frictionless Onboarding
The onboarding process is where retail banks can
truly demonstrate the quality of their customer
service. While switching banks is less complex
than in the past, it is still imperative that banks and
building societies ensure a smooth transfer.
Again, other sectors are instructive. Switching utility
providers has become a seamless process for UK
consumers, and while the gas utility market may
not have covered itself in glory in recent months,
the simplicity of moving energy providers has
transformed that sector over recent years.

Netflix have respectively derived 35% and 60% of
their sales from personalised recommendations.

Frictionless onboarding, married with a leading
digital experience, will be essential in the future
of retail banking. Technology is of course key to
this aspect of the customer journey, but it must be
underpinned by a focus on the customer needs
rather than a product sales process.

“New Research from IBM Reveals UK Banks Need to Go Further to Strengthen Customer Trust in a More Digital World.” IBM UK Newsroom. July 27, 2021. View here
“Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI).” 2020. FCA. October 27, 2020. View here
7
Delioitte, The Future of Retail Banking, The Hyper-personalisation Imperative, November 2020. View here
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3. What’s Old is New:
The Bank Branch Lives on
The digitisation of retail banking is not about replacing traditional services, it is about
complementing them. For this to succeed, it must be integrated across all platforms –
mobile, online and branches.

The Role of Branches in
a Digitised World

Customers of all Ages Still
Want Access to a Branch

Bank branches in general are in decline. YouGov

When making major financial and life decisions,

research for IBM found that even after the end of

receiving financial advice or dealing with other

the 2020 COVID-19 lockdown in the UK, visits to

financial arrangements, there is still strong

bank branches have remained lower than in 2019.

demand for in-branch services and human
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interaction. Research by Deloitte found that a third
However, the branch is not dead. According to

of millennials would prefer to visit a bank branch

research by the FCA in 2019, the pattern of branch

for a major transaction in which they might want

closures is not universal. Closures have occurred

guidance such as a mortgage12.

in remote areas, but many closures have been in
urban districts where branches were previously

Rather than being doomed to extinction, bank

clustered . The UK’s network of bank branches may

branches are re-emerging as places for personal

be becoming leaner, but that is not the same as

interaction and service. Banking will increasingly

disappearing.

reflect a trend in retailing, where online sales have

9

not entirely replaced bricks and mortar. Apple,
The key to the future of bank branches can be

the quintessential digital brand, does not depend

better understood in terms of changing function.

entirely on online. Apple Stores are a key part of its

Certain customers will always seek an in-person

branding providing a physical presence designed

service, especially for major financial decisions. Key

to be warm, engaging and fun.

to serving these customers more efficiently will be
the development of systems for digital identity that
can be used across all platforms and integrated
with bank branches.
The Financial Conduct Authority has identified
enormous potential benefits from digital
identity, including reduced costs and frictionless
onboarding10. In February this year, the UK
government issued a ‘Trust Framework’ setting
out rules, standards, and best practices for the
development of digital ID11.
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Fewer Branches, Better
Branches, Digital Branches
Virgin Money provides an example of this twin
movement of closing branches, while transforming
its remaining estate. Following a recent round
of branch closures, Virgin Money will have 131
branches, down from 245 in 2018. At the same time,
those remaining branches are being overhauled
and rebranded with technology including WiFi and
iPads for customer use.

This transformation of the branch from a
place of transaction to one of customer
service fully integrated with technology
will enable retail banks and building
societies to increase client engagement,
build loyalty, and gain a competitive
advantage against digital-only banks.

“New Research from IBM Reveals UK Banks Need to Go Further to Strengthen Customer Trust in a More Digital World.” IBM UK Newsroom. July 27, 2021. View here
“When Bank Closures Bite: The Picture across the UK.” FCA Insight. March 12, 2019. View here
10
“2019 Trends and Opportunities in Branch Banking.” Finextra Research. February 28, 2019. View here
11
“The UK Digital Identity and Attributes Trust Framework.” GOV.UK. View here
12
“Will the Shift to Digitalization in Banking Stick?” n.d. Deloitte Insights. September 7, 2021. View here
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4. Rise of Open Banking:
A Driving Force of Change
Open Banking is a paradigm change for the retail banking sector, and it is only just getting
started. Introduced in 2018, it allows for the sharing of customer data between banks and with
other financial service providers (with customer consent).
In the UK, Open Finance is the next stage in this
evolution extending the ability to share data
across other financial services such as insurance
and pension providers. The Financial Conduct
Authority has consulted the wider industry on
Open Finance and is now working on a roadmap
for implementation13.

Open Banking as a Disruption
Open Banking regulations naturally open the

It will also allow an even greater use of data

way for all financial service providers to disrupt

insights. A rounded view of the consumers’

relationships between banks and their existing

financial life will assist even further in the hyper-

customers. It creates competition for products and

personalisation of products and services, and thus

services, and for the core banking services of those

the ability to cross-sell. For banks, this is a risk and

clients.

an opportunity. Those banks that are not using
technology to its full effect may find that Open

According to the Open Banking Implementation

Banking means a rival knows their customer better

Entity (OBIE), more than one million UK customers

than they do.

have now signed up to Open Banking .
14

Most radically, it may open up the market in such
But the increasing competitive disruption is not

a way that consumers' principal relationship need

limited to the simple ease of moving bank accounts

not be with a product provider, but with a platform

or accessing other services. It comes together with

provider.

the technological innovations made possible by
digitisation to create an even more powerful effect.
A transparent view of a customers’ wider financial
life will enable improved management of credit risk
by providing lenders with a direct and automatic
view of a customer’s behaviour and resources.
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Open Banking as a Partnership
The prospect of third-party platforms interposing
themselves between banks and their customers may
also, however, be a force for increasing partnerships
between banks and fintech companies. Research
by Open Banking platform Fink across 290 banking
executives across Europe found that 225 had at least
one partnership with a fintech provider15.
Management consultancy AT Kearney identified four
potential scenarios showing how the retail banking
sector could change as a result of Open Banking16.
The most dramatic would be that tech giants make
huge inroads into financial services using their scale,
global customer base and technological expertise.
A less dramatic scenario would see a limited effect

The most likely outcome is something
in the middle, where retail banks and
building societies move quickly to adapt
to changing consumer tastes and the
technological opportunities that Open
Banking and Open Finance create.

of Open Banking, with a number of new players
staking a larger claim in the market but the industry
remaining fundamentally unchanged.

“FS21/7: Open Finance – Feedback Statement.” FCA. March 25, 2021. View here
“Open Banking Adoption Surpasses One Million Customer Mark.” Open Banking. January 20, 2020. View here
15
“Fintech Partnerships Deemed the Future of Open Banking.” Bdaily Business News. April 27, 2020. View here
16
“Adapting to the Future of Open Banking Four Interesting Scenarios.” Payments Cards & Mobile. November 15, 2018. View here
13
14
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The Time to Act is Now.
The digital disruption of retail banking is still in its early stages and is set to
accelerate. Competition from new entrants and their expansion into new products
and services means banks must ensure their core offering is fully digitised.
Open Banking and Open Finance are already changing market
dynamics. They pose a challenge to retail banks but also an
opportunity to become more competitive and to develop strategic
relationships with fintech providers. At the same time, Artificial
Intelligence and Behavioural Science will further strengthen the power
of these forces to disrupt traditional banking models.
Digitisation of products, the integration of all digital platforms with
each other and with a repurposed branch network - are the essential
steps that existing players must take if they are to keep pace with the
disruption already taking place all around them.
These forces are not in the future, they are sweeping through the
financial services sector right now. For those who embrace the
disruption - it is an opportunity for growth.
Those who do not risk being overtaken either by existing rivals or
the host of newcomers to the market.
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